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 Introduction :- 

Osteoarthritis or sandivata of knee joint is a degenerative joint disorder which 

results from cartilage degeneration which acts like cushion between two bones. 

In advanced stage of Osteoarthritis, knee replacement is the only choice left to 

manage. But if timely approached to ayurvedic way of management, surgical 

knee replacement can be surely avoided. 

 

 Osteoarthritis/ sandivata : is associated with pain in joints, stiffness, swelling, 

unable to function. It can occur in any joint of the body like hands, fingers, hips 

spine but commonly in knee joints. 

 It can be caused by deficiency of vitamin D, calcium, ageing, injury due to 

trauma, continuous intake of dry and low nutritious foods, working out more 

than the strength of the body etc… 

 It can be diagnosed by symptoms and x-ray, where it cannot be diagnosed by 

blood tests. 

 Most common treatment for the advanced Osteoarthritis is knee replacement, 

when other treatments have been exhausted. 



 Knee replacement is a surgical procedure to replace the weight bearing surfaces 

of the knee joint to relieve pain and disability.  

 Risk factors of knee replacement: most serious one is infection of joint, deep 

vein thrombosis, loss of motion, instability, numbness and tingling sensation, 

fractures in some cases. 

 To avoid knee replacement timely approach (during initial stage) to the 

ayurvedic way of management is very essential. 

 In ayurveda, panchakarma treatments are very useful to heal 

degeneration, where first the body is detoxified making channels clean 

and clear, recovering blockage of channels, thus providing proper 

nourishment to the bone and muscle tissue. 

  After that oileation to the particular joints is performed, this nourishes 

and strengthens the joints, cartilages by increasing blood circulation.  

 Along with regular and proper intake of prescribed herbo-mineral drugs. 

 By following Proper diet like avoiding sour, spicy, heavy and dry foods. 

 Pranayam and meditation. 

 Physiotherapy, proper rest, weight reduction is also very essential. 

If the above things are performed properly and regularly since initial stage of 

disease, knee replacement can be avoided surely. 
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